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Overview 
The Florence Unified School District always strives to be a leader in providing a quality 
education to the community. In March 2020, Gov. Doug Ducey issued an Executive Order 
closing all schools to in-person instruction for the remainder of the 2019-2020 school year. 
FUSD convened a group of stakeholders to develop and implement the Flexible Learning 
Framework. This Framework was designed to provide students the opportunity to stay engaged 
with learning while Arizona and the rest of the country attempted to manage the outbreak of 
COVID-19. The Flexible Learning Framework was successful in providing flexibility and support 
to families and students during this time. However, FUSD was able to gather feedback on the 
strengths and weaknesses in the model to better improve distance learning for future efforts. 
 
As the school year ended successfully with high school graduation that celebrated our senior 
graduates, FUSD began to plan and develop the next stage of the Flexible Learning Framework 
designed to allow schools to open for in-person instruction for the 2020-2021 school year. Since 
that time a Task Force was convened with a variety of stakeholders tasked with creating a 
comprehensive plan addressing all areas of school reopening. The FUSD Return to Learn Plan 
includes two instructional models to meet the needs of students and families; an in-person 
model and a virtual learning model. Each serves to provide for choice and balance between 
health needs and educational experience.  
 
On June 29, 2020, Governor Ducey issued a new Executive Order closing schools to in-person 
instruction until August 17, 2020. However, this order allows schools to reopen with their 
existing schedules given they educate students in a distance learning format where no in-
person instruction is provided. After this order was issued, the FUSD School Reopening Task 
Force reconvened and created a plan for distance learning for every student in the Florence 
Unified School District that begins on July 22, 2020 to coincide with our original 2020-2021 
school year calendar.  
 
This work was challenging but highlights the innovative approaches that FUSD has historically 
taken to address meeting the needs of our great community. Through many hours of 
development, the Return to Learn Plan has been created with support from a number of 
stakeholders. The Task Force included members of the district administration team as well as 
school leaders, teachers, parents and many others.  
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Core Members 
Tony Jimenez - Assistant Superintendent 
Adam Leckie - Assistant Superintendent 
Denice Erickson - Chief Financial Officer 
Beverly Myers - Director of Finance 
Thad Gates - Director of School Improvement 
Kelly Smith - Director of Elementary CIA 
Dawn Winsor - Director of HS CIA 
Nora Boettcher - Director of ESS 
Nick Trakas - Director of Technology 
Mark Lamas - Director of Support Services 
Elwin Longnion - Director of Transportation 
Toby Haugen - HS Principal 
Leah Alisa - K8 Principal 
James Bock - Assistant Principal 
Jodi Hekter - FEA Representative / Teacher 
Shannon Jaurequi - Assistant Principal 
Jaime Lopez - Assistant Principal  
 
Each core team member was assigned to either lead or co-lead a workgroup with other 
members of district staff in addressing specific needs of the school reopening. Workgroup areas 
include:  
 

● Personnel 
● Finances 
● Teaching & Learning 
● Technology 
● Logistics 
● Families / Social Emotional Learning 

 
Overriding the need to create effective distance learning, the Task Force used the CDC School 
Reopening Decision Tree to assist in providing clear guidelines and protocols to safely return 
students and staff to schools.  
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Guiding Principles 
The Task Force used the following principles to guide the work of reopening school planning: 
 

● Prioritize the health and safety of staff, students, and families 
● Make decisions that are in the best interest of students 
● Actively seek input from stakeholders 
● Communicate and be transparent 
● Understand that there must be a change to business as usual 
● Be innovative and creative 
● Support our staff 

 

 

Planning Process 
The Task Force met many times as a core group to develop the major components of the 
Return to Learn plan. Each workgroup was assigned specific goals and objectives that were 
required as part of the comprehensive plan for reopening. These workgroups then enlisted 
other members in the planning process that had specific experience or expertise in certain 
areas to better identify the needs and actions necessary to accomplish their task. Once 
subgroups met, their work was then reported to the larger group for discussion and integration 
with the work of the other subgroups.  
 
After the initial draft plan was created, it was distributed to stakeholders for final feedback 
prior to presentation to the School Board. The FUSD school board then determined what the 
final plan would include and approved it at the June 25th board meeting. A revised plan based 
upon the Governor’s newest Executive Order  will also be submitted to the board for approval.  
 
 

Alignment & Goals 
The ultimate goal of the Task Force was to align this plan to the mission, vision, and goals of the 
Florence Unified School District during the unprecedented time of the COVID-19 pandemic. We 
believe this plan achieves the necessary alignment and balance between needs and constraints.  
 
Mission 
The Florence Unified School District #1 is committed to developing future leaders with the 
character and academic excellence necessary to meet the challenges of life.  
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Vision 
To be, “A District by Design, Not by Chance” 
 
Core Values 
Kids First 
Inspiring students and staff 
Doing our best, striving for excellence 
Setting high expectations 
Finding creative solutions for problems 
If educationally sound, it is achievable 
Respect: modeled, earned and given 
Sharing a rigorous, relevant, curriculum 
Trust: earned between staff, students, parents and community 
 
District by Design Strategic Plan Pillars 
Integrated Technology 
Vertically Articulated Extra-Curricular Engagement 
Quality Teaching & Learning 
Culture of Continuous Improvement 
Clear and Collaborative Relationships 
Effective Leadership 
 
Goals 
Create an effective plan to serve all students in the Florence Unified School District by: 

● providing options for families to accommodate their individual situation 
● implementing safety measures designed to reduce the risk of disease transmission 
● creating educational options that mirror to the extent possible what students would 

typically learn if not hindered by the pandemic 
● to be flexible and meet the needs of the greatest number of individuals, both staff and 

students 
● Communicate the plan clearly and in an ongoing manner 

 

 

Context 
Until there is a widely available vaccine, there can never be a situation in which there will be 
100% safety from infection. Even then, many individuals may not be able to become vaccinated 
against the virus due to underlying medical conditions. Because of this reality, the goal of this 
plan is not to eliminate risk, but to mitigate it. Risk mitigation strategies are those designed to 
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reduce the likelihood of someone contracting or spreading the virus by altering the 
environmental conditions of school as well as changing individual behavior. Such actions 
include limiting the physical contact between individuals through barriers, traffic patterns, 
wearing face coverings, and elimination of large group gatherings. Contamination protocols 
include disinfecting surfaces, limiting shared objects, and using disposable items. Behavior 
protocols include promoting healthy habits with handwashing, encouraging physical distancing, 
and recognizing when you are sick and staying away from home.  
 
The risk of contracting the virus, even with mitigation measures, has to be weighed against the 
benefits of returning to school and the harmful long-term effects of continued isolation. School 
is an essential part of the American social fabric, promoting social, emotional, mental, 
behavioral, and intellectual health for students and families. Continued removal of this support 
system can have significant long-term public health effects that erode much of the foundation 
of a healthy and thriving community. In addition, home isolation can severely impact mental 
health, increase instances of child abuse, domestic abuse, and food insecurity. 
 
It is for these reasons that we believe a return to school is not only the right action, but 
essential to ensure our community continues to be healthy and thrive. However, this must be 
done in a safe manner that protects not only the health of our students but our staff and 
community as well. 
 
The plan will continue to be revised as needed and communicated to the FUSD community, 
including staff, students, and families. Although this plan allows us to return to learning, it does 
require substantial changes in our normal operations. We are hopeful that we have crafted a 
plan that balances the needs of our students and the need to support public health.  

 
Survey Data 
The Task Force sent several surveys to elicit input from staff and families regarding the 
implementation of the Flexible Learning Framework during 4th quarter as well as the 
perceptions of a return to school reopening in July. The results of the most critical components 
of those surveys are listed below.  
 
 
FLEXIBLE LEARNING FRAMEWORK REVIEW 
Parent Survey 1: Flexible Learning Framework Review 
In late May, a survey was sent to parents seeking feedback on the implementation of the 
Flexible Learning Framework used during the school closure for the 2019-2020 school year. 
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Questions were designed to gather information from parents on what success and challenges 
they had during this time, what obstacles they encountered and suggestions for improvements 
that could enhance FUSD’s distance learning approach in the future. A summary of results are 
below: 
 

 

# of Responses 
 

1,952 

Greatest Challenge 
 

26% 
Time to Complete 

Materials 

Minutes Spent on Tasks 
 

49% 
More than 1 hour per day 

Assignment Time Was 
Effective 

 
67.7 

Agree 

All Adults in the 
Household Were Working 

 
50% 

Students in Need of Extra 
Emotional Support 

 
51% 

 
 
Staff Survey 1:  Flexible Learning Framework Review 
It was important that we also sought feedback from our staff on the implementation of the 
Flexible Learning Framework so that we could revise and improve our distance  learning system. 
The responses from staff are listed below and were used in the development of this plan. 
 

 

# of Responses 
 

284 

The Flexible Learning 
Framework was Successful 

 
33%     17%       50% 
Very    Not    Neutral 

 

Most Effective Part of 
Framework 

 
78% 

Google Classroom   

Most Ineffective Part of 
the Framework 

 
Student 

Participation 

Comfortable with Distance 
Teaching 

 
70%   8%   22% 

       Yes   No   Neutral   

Effective with Distance 
Teaching 

 
44%    15%   41% 
Yes   No   Neutral   
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SCHOOL REOPENING PERCEPTIONS 
Parent Survey 2: School Reopening Options 
A second parent survey was sent in mid-June to gauge parent perceptions regarding school 
reopening. The District wanted to seek feedback from parents on what they intended to do if 
school reopened in July and what actions the district could take to meet their needs.  
 

 

# of Responses 
 

2,082 
 
 
 
 
 

Families Sending Students 
Back to School 

 
49%      9%       42% 

       Yes       No      Maybe 
 

Comfortable with Kids 
Wearing Masks 

 
32%      47%      21% 

       Yes        No    Neutral      

Comfortable with Recess 
 
 

62%      17%      21% 
       Yes        No     Neutral   

Comfortable with 
Lunchroom 

 
53%      25%      22% 

       Yes        No     Neutral   
 

Comfortable with Riding 
the Bus 

 
47%      31%     26% 

        Yes        No    Neutral   

 
 
Staff Survey 2:  School Reopening Options 
A second staff survey was sent to determine perceptions about the degree teachers and staff 
were comfortable returning to teaching in-person given various mitigation strategies.  
 

 

# of Responses 
 

515 

Position 
 
56%  Teacher 
10% Paraprofessional 
34% Other 

Prefered Model for 
Reopening 

 
43%         25%         22% 

Blend     Normal    Online 

Ok Wearing Face 
coverings 

 
            75%       25%        
             Yes         No    

Greatest Concern in 
Returning to Work 

 
Employees that are high 
risk / maintaining social 
distancing for students  

Most Important Factor in 
Returning to Work 

 
sanitizing and hygiene 

protocols 
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RETURN TO LEARN EDUCATIONAL MODEL 
 

Summary of Instructional Plan 
All students will begin the school year as Distance Learners. No in-person instruction will take 
place, rather students will engage via online tools with homeschool teachers until in-person 
schooling can resume. Once students are allowed to return on campus, schools will provide two 
options for families, an in-person model in which students come to school 5 days per week in a 
typical learning format; or families can choose a virtual learning format where students will 
primarily learn online.  
 

Distance Learning 
(during complete school closure) 

 

● All students will be learning remotely 

● Each student will be assigned a teacher at their home school 

● Students will be instructed via Google Classroom with District Curriculum 

● New instruction and content delivered 

● Additional instructional support and services available as needed 

 

In-Person Learning Virtual Learning 
(once in-person school resumes) 

 
● Available for PK-12th grade students 

 
● Students will be enrolled at home 

school 
 

● Students will report to school 5 days 
per week 
 

● Students can move to online at anytime 
 

● Social-emotional supports embedded 
throughout the school day 
 

● Parent must affirm enrollment with 
understanding of mitigation measures 

 

 
● Available for K-12th grade students 

 
● Students will be enrolled at Florence 

Virtual Academy 
 

● Students will attend online completing 
classes aligned to our state standards 
 

● Students will be assigned to a high 
quality FUSD virtual learning  instructor  
 

● Students will be eligible for 
participation in athletics and activities 
at home school 
 

● Commitment would be on semester by 
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semester basis for HS and a quarter by 
quarter basis for K8 
 

● Students will be provided a district 
issued Chromebook 
 

● Social-emotional supports provided 
through online resources  
 

● Parents must affirm online option 
during enrollment 
 

 

 
Distance Learning Model 
The distance learning model is designed to provide students with curriculum and instruction 
directly aligned to the content they would learn in-person. Each student will be assigned a 
classroom teacher from their home school. Students will use Google Classroom as their primary 
means to receive and submit assignments. All teachers will communicate daily with students 
and provide a combination of online activities and instruction. This will require parents to be 
even greater partners in the educational process.  
 
Students will be required to complete assignments on time which will be graded and returned 
for feedback. Expectations will be to continue learning grade level content but with the 
understanding that additional support may be necessary for some students. Expectations for 
teachers, students, and parents are listed below.   

 
Expectations for General Education High School Teachers 
Professional  

● It is not required for a teacher to be on campus while distance learning is in place, 
unless an administrator requests your presence.  In the event that a teacher chooses to 
teach from a school campus, personal children must stay home.  

● If requested, teachers are to be available to report to campus as needed within a two 
hour time frame within the professional school day. 

● I will communicate office hours to administrators, instructional coaches, parents and 
students.  These office hours should be within the contract day and communicated to 
students and parents. 

● It is expected that teachers report weekly for professional development and PLCs at the 
direction of the administration. 

● Teachers will attend IEP/MET, 504, EL and planning meetings virtually or in person as 
needed. 
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● Teachers are expected to be reachable and accessible to students during the academic 

day. 
● Co-teachers are expected to communicate and plan together virtually or in person. 
● Professional dress is required. 

 
 
Instruction 

● Direct instruction, interactive materials or live lessons will be recorded and posted with 
alternative activities for students during the assigned class time. 

● Google Meet will be set up through Google classroom so teachers will have control over 
who enters the lessons.  This will allow the classroom teacher to mute students as 
needed.  

● Direct instruction is required a minimum of 4 days a week (M, T, Th, F). Wednesdays will 
be used for teacher professional development, PLC, and intervention as needed. The 
minimum amount of time a student is required to interact with material is listed below: 

○ 9th-12th Grade- 240 Minutes per day 
● Every Wednesday, an activity or assignment should be made available for students to 

complete.  High school teachers will have Wednesday’s reserved for site level 
professional development, troubleshooting and meeting as each site determines.  There 
is to be no bell schedule or no live direct instruction.  

● Attendance is to be taken every day in Synergy. Posting bellwork, questions, 
participation, email conversations, or Google Meets are examples of documenting 
attendance. 

● Grades will be posted in Synergy by Friday at 3:00 PM for each student each week.  
● Emergency substitute plans will be created in case of a teacher absence.  A minimum of 

two weeks will be required.  Please be sure that these plans are communicated to the 
site level administration and instructional coach.  

● Teachers are expected to know all students who are receiving ESS/EL and 504 services 
and are expected to adhere to their accommodations and modifications and to adapt 
and produce lessons accordingly.  

● Tutoring is to be provided as requested by students or their families.  This will be in a 
virtual format.  

● Weekly agendas, classwork and due dates will be posted by 9:00 AM each Monday 
● Teachers are expected to use the FUSD curriculum. 
● Two assignments per grade level/subject area are required per week.  Additional non 

graded activities can be assigned.  
 

 
Expectations for General Education K-8 Teachers 
Professional  

● It is not required for a teacher to be on campus while distance learning is in place, 
unless an administrator requests your presence.  In the event that a teacher chooses to 
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teach from a school campus, personal children must stay home.  
● If requested, teachers are to be available to report to campus as needed within a two 

hour time frame within the professional school day. 
● It is expected that teachers report weekly for professional development and PLCs at the 

direction of the administration. 
● Teachers will attend IEP/MET, 504, EL and planning meetings virtually or in person as 

needed. 
● Teachers are expected to be reachable and accessible to students during the academic 

day. 
● Teachers will communicate office hours to administrators, instructional coaches, 

parents and students.  These office hours should be within the contract day and 
communicated to students and parents. 

● Co-teachers are expected to communicate and plan together virtually or in person. 
● Professional dress is required. Please make sure your camera area is free from clutter 

and appropriate for a K-8 classroom. 
 

Instruction  
● Direct instruction, interactive materials or live lessons will be recorded and posted with 

alternative activities for students during the  assigned class time. 
● Teachers will use a weekly agenda slide show to post the week’s lessons, links, and 

activities. Please refer to the Digital Days Orientation slideshow located on the 
Classroom by Design page. This can be found in your managed bookmark section under 
your internet browser.  

● Google Meet will be set up through Google classroom so teachers will have control over 
who enters the lessons.  This will allow the classroom teacher to mute students as 
needed.  

● Direct instruction is required a minimum of 4 days a week.  The minimum amount of 
time a student is required to interact with material is listed below: 

○ Kindergarten- 120 Minutes per day 
○ First - Third Grade-237 Minutes per day  
○ Fourth-Eighth Grade- 297  Minutes per day 

● Due dates will be communicated and two assignments per week for each content area 
will be entered in the gradebook.  Additional non graded activities can be assigned.  

● Teachers are expected to provide a social emotional activity each week.   
● Primary grade teachers will be expected to teach ELA, Math, Science, Social Studies, and 

Specials. 
● Intermediate and middle school teachers will be responsible to teach ELA, Math, 

Science, Social Studies, and Electives. 
● All Specials/Elective teachers are expected to present content for their caseload. 
● Attendance is to be taken every day in Synergy.  Posting bellwork, questions, 

participation, email conversations, or Google Meets are examples of documenting that a 
student is present and accounted for for that day.  

● Grades will be posted in Synergy by Friday at 3:00 PM for each student each week.  

https://sites.google.com/fusdaz.org/fusdedtech/home
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● Teachers will be available and actively teaching during the contracted day. Please see 
your site administrator for posted contact hours.  

● Emergency substitute plans will be created in case of a teacher absence.  A minimum of 
two weeks will be required.  Please be sure that these plans are communicated to the 
site level administration and instructional coach.  

● Teachers are expected to know all students who are receiving ESS/EL and 504 services 
and are required to adhere to their accommodations and modifications and to adapt 
and produce lessons accordingly.  

● Tutoring is to be provided as requested by students or their families.  This will be in a 
virtual format.  

● Every Wednesday,  teachers are expected to provide intervention to groups of students 
as needed.  The afternoon will remain on a half day schedule and is reserved for 
professional development and PLC’s.  

● Agendas, classwork and due dates will be posted daily in Google Classroom. 
● Teachers are expected to use the FUSD curriculum; Wit and Wisdom, SpringBoard, 

Eureka Math, Defined Stem, etc.  Please see our Classroom By Design page in the 
managed bookmarks section of your internet browser for more information.  

 
 
Distance Learning Expectations for ESS Teachers 
In addition to the above general education teacher expectations, Exceptional Student Service 
Teachers will adhere to the following guidelines.  

● ESS teachers will document specially designed instruction and  will document SDI on 
students’ distance learning/communication logs. 

● An ESS teacher will need to be present and provide SDI WITH the general education 
classroom teacher in order for the instructional minutes to be counted in this manner. If 
that is not possible, an ESS teacher will need to meet individually or in small groups  
with each student(s) to provide SDI.  Those minutes would then be in addition to the 
general education classroom minutes provided. 

● Co-Taught teachers and general education teachers will lesson plan and support each 
other as needed. 

● ESS Teachers will launch activities for their own classes.  Co-Taught ESS teachers may co-
launch with their general education teachers. 

● IEP paperwork will be completed before the due dates. 
● All IEP meetings  will be held virtually until the Governor of Arizona deems it safe for 

students to return to in-person learning. 
● ESS teachers will provide IEP information to all general education teachers and ensure 

that they have access. 
● Communication with parents related to classroom activities and goals. 
● ESS Teachers will consult with general education teachers on how to 

accommodate/modify lessons. 
 
 

https://sites.google.com/fusdaz.org/fusdedtech/home
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Distance Learning Expectations for Exceptional Student Life Skills/Speciality K8 
Teachers 
In addition to the above general education teacher expectations, Exceptional Student Life Skills 
and K-8 Speciality teachers will adhere to the following guidelines.  

● Life Skills/Speciality teachers will provide supplemental materials and resources in 
addition to daily lessons as deemed appropriate for students using platforms such as 
email, Google Classroom, or Seesaw. Any resource provided online must be optional. 

● Life Skills/Speciality teachers will consult with general education teachers on how to 
accommodate/modify lessons when appropriate. 

● Life Skills/Speciality teachers will launch activities for their own caseload of students. 
● IEP paperwork will be completed in a timely manner. 
● Communication with parents related to classroom activities and goals. 

 
 
Distance Learning Expectations for ESS Preschool Teachers 
In addition to the above general education teacher expectations, Exceptional Student Life Skills 
and K-8 Speciality teachers will adhere to the following guidelines.  

● ESS preschool teachers will align instruction with Teaching Strategies Gold Objectives. 
● ESS preschool teachers will provide SDI that is specific to their students goals and 

services. 
● ESS preschool teachers will provide direct instruction, interactive materials or live 

lessons will be recorded and posted with alternative activities for each preschool 
session. 

● ESS preschool teachers will document specially designed instruction and  will document 
SDI on students’ distance learning/communication logs. 

● IEP paperwork will be completed before the due dates. 
● All IEP meetings  will be held virtually until the Governor of Arizona deems it safe for 

students to return to in-person learning. 
● Communication with parents related to classroom activities and goals. 

 
 
 
Distance Learning Expectations for EL Teachers 
In addition to the above general education teacher expectations, teachers of English Language 
Learners will adhere to the following guidelines.  

● EL teachers will provide the instructional minutes required by ADE/OELAS to the EL 
student according to the model designated at the site. 

● EL teachers will document the EL standards in their lesson plans.  
● EL teachers will co-plan with the general education teacher to satisfy the minutes 

designated as integrated. 
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● EL teachers will resume placement testing in person when school reopens. 
● EL teachers will communicate and monitor individual EL student goals to the general 

education teacher. 
● EL teachers will document and obtain parent signatures when in person school resumes. 

 
 
 
Distance Learning Expectations for Students and Families 

● Families are partners in our distance learning plan.  It is essential that all students check 
in every day by 11:59 PM with every teacher via Google. 

● Participation in daily instruction and activities that are assigned is expected. 
● Completion and submission of activities, assignments and homework is expected by the 

due date indicated in the posted agenda. 
● Students will monitor grades, missing work and weekly progress through StudentVue. 
● Students are required to communicate with their teachers every day. 
● Students will check Google Classroom and student email every day. 
● Dress code, behavior and appropriate communication while participating in Google 

Meets is required.  If any of the above would be inappropriate at school, it remains 
inappropriate at home.  

● Students are required to follow all FUSD policies outlined in the school’s handbook 
● If requested, students will attend tutoring. 
● Parents will check grades, missing assignments and weekly participation in each course 

or class.  
● Parents will provide current email addresses, physical addresses and phone numbers to 

their home school. 
● Parents are required to communicate with teachers with initial questions regarding 

classroom concerns. 
 
Distance Learning Expectations for Administrators 

● Administrators are to support the learning of all students. 
● Daily communication with staff is expected.   
● Administrators will be available to respond to teacher, student and/or parent 

communications. 
 
 
Distance Learning Expectations for Instructional Coaches 
In addition to the above general education teacher expectations, Instructional Coaches will 
adhere to the following guidelines. 

● Communication with administration, teachers, counselors, specialty teachers and 
students is expected. 

● IC’s will assist with technology, online learning pedagogy, resources, curriculum, and 
instructional support for teachers 
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● IC’s will monitor teacher assignments and adherence to minimum and maximum 
student learning requirements. 

● IC’s will monitor instruction for differentiation and sound instructional practices. 
● IC’s will maintain accessibility during the academic day. 
● IC’s will provide professional development as needed.   

 
 
Distance Learning Expectations for Reading Interventionists 
In addition to the above general education teacher expectations, Reading Interventionists  will 
adhere to the following guidelines. 

● Communication with administration, teachers, counselors, specialty teachers and 
students is expected. 

● The December Dibels benchmark and the last progress monitoring before the school 
closure will determine the Reading Interventionist caseload  

● Reading Interventionists are required to provide direct explicit phonics instruction in a 
one on one or small group virtual setting using the Google Meets platform via Google 
Classroom  

● Screening measures for the 2020-2021 school year will be determined after the 
Governor’s next steps are announced. 

● Reading Interventionists will maintain accessibility during the academic day 
● Reading Interventionists will provide assistance to general education teachers to ensure 

that direct, systematic, explicit phonics instruction is taught 
● Reading Interventionists will partner with parents to provide sound literacy supports in 

the home 
 
 
Distance Learning Expectations for High School Guidance Counselors 

● Guidance counselors will review all senior progress towards graduation. 
● Guidance counselors will review students with failing grades and contact students and 

parents to encourage them to complete work to improve performance and on-track 
graduation status. 

● Guidance counselors will deliver ECAP lessons, a minimum of one per quarter, and work 
with teachers to deliver this lesson. 

● Guidance counselors will make contact with students and families when absenteeism or 
non-engagement becomes an issue. 

 
Distance Learning Expectations for Paraprofessionals 

● Paraprofessionals will be assigned to support instruction as needed.  
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In-Person Learning Model 
In-person learning will require students to be on campus 5 days per week. The typical daily 
schedule will be used with modifications to limit flow of students in high traffic areas. Physical 
distancing and healthy behaviors will be enforced to mitigate any spread of the virus and to 
ensure a safe learning environment.  
 
Bussing 

● Students will be visually assessed by the bus driver for symptoms before entering. 
● Transportation may be denied if a student is visibly ill and the parent is present. If no 

parent is present, the student will be given a mask and separated until arrival at school. 
● Students will be physically distanced as much as possible.  

 
 
 
Arrival / Dismissal 

● Staggered/controlled exit from bussing 
● Visual checks for symptoms while exiting and arriving on campus 
● Grab and go breakfast 
● Students will report directly to their first hour classroom (K8) 
● Parents prohibited from getting out of their car during student drop off 
● Staggered dismissal 
● Social distancing enforced 

 
 
 
Bell Schedule 

● Adjusted to mitigate traffic flow 
● Recess scheduled by classes (no more than 1 at a time) 
● Teachers will move into classrooms when possible (Title I) 
● Cohorts of students will be kept together 

 
 
 
Lunch 

● Staggered release times and/or eating meals in the classroom 
● Grab and go lunches 
● Multiple locations to pick up meals 
● Strict social distancing measures 
● Students in High School that are eligible for Off-Campus lunch will be permitted to leave 
● Meals delivered an eaten in classroom (K8) 
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Recess (K8 only) 

● Recess will be provided by class 
● One classroom on the playground at a time 
● Utilize Go Noodle or other movement in class time 
● Come up with a uniform cleaning procedure and a set minute requirement 
● Doors propped open as students pass through 
● Hand sanitizer upon entry back into building 

 
 

 
 
Virtual Learning Model 
Virtual learning will be the online option for students who cannot return fully to in-person 
learning. Students will be enrolled in the Florence Virtual Academy and be assigned a virtual 
learning instructor who is a current FUSD teacher. They will be assigned online self-paced 
content through the Edgenuity, Odysseyware, or District curriculum and will have additional 
activities assigned by the instructor. Students must meet a minimum number of minutes of 
online instruction per day in order to continue with online learning.  
 
Curriculum 

● Edgenuity 
● Odysseyware 
● Eureka Math and Wit & Wisdom 

 
 
In-Person Class Options

● Co-taught classes for ESS students 
● Marching Band 
● ROTC 
● Driver’s Ed 
● Theater 
● IB Classes-FHS students 
● AP classes not available on 

Edgenuity 
● AVID 
● CTE Classes  
● CAVIT 
● STEM 
● Student Council 

● Leadership class at FHS 
● ELL classes 
● Dance 
● LINK 
● Physics 
● Orchestra 
● Calculus AB & BC 
● Partner PE 
● Weight Training 
● Interscholastic Sports 
● Freshman PRIDE  
● K8 ONLY School specific electives 

require that parents contact their 
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local K-8 school for a list of in-person elective offerings.  
 

 
Expectations 

● Complete orientation with parent or guardian 
● Maintain current contact information with school (email and phone numbers) 
● Complete all necessary paperwork, as needed 
● Complete supplemental work provided by FVA teachers 
● Be registered in at least four classes in Edgenuity 
● Earn required time per school day (forward progress) as measured by Edgenuity 
● Monday – Friday (no weekend access) 
● Suggested time frame- students should work between the hours of 7:30-4:30 to ensure 

staff is available for assistance 
● Kindergarten- at least two hours per day (minimum 120 minutes per day) 
● 1st-3rd Grade- at least four hour per day (minimum 240 minutes per day) 
● 4th- 6th Grade- at least 5 hours per day (minimum 300 minutes per day) 
● 7th/8th Grade- at least 6 hours per day (minimum 360 minutes per day) 
● Divide time amongst all classes (as evenly as possible) 
● Respond to all staff communication within 24 hours 
● Students must use FUSD provided student email account 
● Come onsite for all prescriptive and cumulative assessments, by appointment 
● Attend “mandatory” onsite days once a month (tentative)

 
 
ESS 

● Specially designed instruction will be provided virtually by a highly qualified special 
education teacher 

● IEP meetings may need be held to amend the IEP if necessary 
● Consistent documentation of progress will be completed with the service coordinator  

 
 
504 

● 504 meetings may need to be scheduled for any needed changes 
● Any staff working with the student will need to be informed of their plan 
● Home school 504 coordinator will be responsible for sharing the plan with distance 

learning teachers 
 
 
ELL 

● Specific supports for students who choose the online option with a certified ELL teacher 
or can attend ELL classes in person for targeted instruction 
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EXCEPTIONAL STUDENT SERVICES PROCEDURES & PROTOCOLS 
 

In-person 
● Desks and learning stations will be distanced as much as possible. 
● Plexiglass or other barriers will be utilized to create distanced learning spaces when 

possible. 
● Increased use of visual prompts/cues will be posted to be physically distanced and for 

hygiene reminders in the classrooms. 
● If a student is diagnosed with COVID-19 the school team and IEP team will determine 

how services can be implemented. 
● When possible, all ESS and 504 meetings will be held virtually to reduce transmission. 
● Plexiglass or other barriers will be used during special education evaluation testing 

when 6 feet physical distancing is not possible. 
● If a parent is concerned about their child's medical condition and does not want them to 

attend school in person, please contact ESS department 520.866.3539. 
 

 
Distance & Virtual 

● If the parent elects to enroll their child virtually, the  IEP team will need to meet to 
amend the IEP, as needed. 

● Students will be assigned a service coordinator/ESS teacher that will provide their SDI 
● The service coordinator/ESS teacher may not be the staff member they usually have at 

their school site. 
● SDI may be provided via telephone, virtually, or in person (one to one at a school site) 

with physical distancing. 
● As of July 2020, Preschool Child Find will take place virtually. 
● Depending on the amount of students that elect Virtual learning, ESS teachers may be 

re-assigned from their school site to teach via FVA. 
● ESS and 504  meetings will be held virtually. 
● Similar to the 4th quarter, a centralized procedure will be in place for ESS staff to 

document the SDI they provided. 
● If the school closure extends past Aug. 17, 2020 arrangements may be made to conduct 

special education evaluations in person dependent on CDC guidelines. 
● If the school closure extends past Aug. 17, 2020, arrangements may be made to provide 

SDI in person for high needs populations in person dependent on CDC guidelines. 
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TRANSPORTATION PLAN 
 

Routing 
Adding additional drivers and monitors will allow us to add routes and reduce the number of 
students on each bus/van, creating more social distancing.  Adding additional monitors will 
assist drivers with students and disinfect each district vehicle. 

 
 

Safety 
Washable masks will be available to ensure our drivers/monitors are protected.  All drivers and 
monitors will have the option to wear masks.   

 
 

Disinfectant  
We will disinfect each district vehicle twice a day; after the morning route and afternoon route.   
All drivers/monitors will disinfect their bus/van after each route, starting from the rear of the 
vehicle working towards the front.  The disinfectant takes approximately 15 minutes to dry. 
 
 

Loading & Unloading 
The use of Synovia (having each student scan their ID) will allow us to track who is riding the 
bus each day.  Our drivers will assign seats for the students by July 31, 2020.  Assigned seats are 
required by Arizona DPS.   
 

● Cracking the windows for ventilation (every third window) 
● Hand Sanitizer while entering the bus (normally against DPS policy) 
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TECHNOLOGY PLAN 
 
Devices, Distribution and More 
 
DEVICES 

● 1-1 Devices for all 6-12th grade students 
○ $50 Technology fee 
○ $25 per damage claim/charger replacement  
○ $150 for device replacement 

● Devices will be available for K-5th grade students  
○ $12.50 Technology fee for 1st Quarter  
○ $25 per damage claim/charger replacement  
○ $150 for device replacement  
○ If student remains online after 1st quarter they will pay the remainder of the $50 

technology fee 
● Students can and are encouraged to use personal device if available 

 
DISTRIBUTION 

● High Schools 
○ Dates - July 16, 17, 20, 21 
○ Location - Home High School 
○ Times - 8am-11am and 4pm-

7pm daily 
● K-8 Schools 

○ Dates - July 18 (8am-11am), 
20, 21 

○ Location - Home School 
○ Times - 8am-11am and 4pm-

7pm daily

 
INTERNET 

● Possible internet solutions include: 
■ High school parking lots have internet access 
■ Public wifi at Libraries (when open)   
■ Discounts/Service options are available on the FUSD Website 

 
TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT 

● Support for Parents/students 
○ Initial support should directed to the teacher 
○ Tutorials and How To’s will be available on out FUSD Website 
○ Parent/student help desk will be available for remote support 
○ Damage device repair/swap will be at the high school tech centers by 

reservation.  Fees will be applied to student accounts. 
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COMMUNICATIONS PLAN 
 
Florence Unified School District is committed to sharing COVID-19 updates to our school 
community through multiple platforms in order to provide current, relevant information as it 
pertains to your student’s education.  The goal of the communication plan is to: 
 

1. Address all parent questions and  concerns regarding the  COVID-19 pandemic.  
2. The District’s efforts in the sanitization process of every school campus and offices. 
3. How FUSD will promote safe, social distancing, and communicate safety measures on 

campus. 
4. To provide clarity regarding the educational Return to Learn Plan options for the 2020-

2021 school year and beyond.  
5. Up-to-date information about how the District and schools may need to pivot again 

depending on guidance from the state and federal leadership. 
6. Communicate technology plans regarding the distribution of devices and assistance with 

internet services 
7. Assist parents with online registration and parent communication information portals. 
8. Keeping our FUSD family connected and informed throughout the developing pandemic.  

 
 

Objective 
The objective of this plan is to keep all school and community stakeholders informed regarding 
the Return to Learn Plan and options for the 2020-2021 school year.  
 

● Morning of July 9th School Reopening Task Force will meet to solidify Distance Learning 
Plans.  At that time, PR will brief administrators regarding communications strategies 
and timelines 

● Thursday, July 9th - afternoon, PR will communicate to school community stakeholders 
Return to Learn Plan including device distribution and meal plans.  

● Friday, July 10th we can answer any additional questions  
● Monday, July 13th district (PR) will update parents on any changes.  

 
 

Method of Communication 
● All communications will be viewable on the FUSD main webpage and the Return to 

Learn page as well as sent via email, text, phone calls (when applicable) on our mobile 
app and all social media accounts including but not limited to, Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram and LinkedIn.   
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● Principals will also send out communications to their parents regarding the Distance 
Learning Plan on Friday, July 10th with site specific information for all parents.  This 
information should also  be posted to their school webpages.   

● Parent communications and updates will be posted weekly, every Friday.  
 

Return to Learn Main Webpage 

● FUSD has a main webpage dedicated to the communication of all aspects of the Return 
to Learn plan that includes information regarding the Distance Learning plan as well as 
the In-person instruction and virtual learning models once the Governor’s orders have 
been lifted.  Updates should be communicated to the Director of PR. 

● FAQ page will be monitored by the PR department, district and site administration and 
updated on an as needed basis. 

● Webpage will include both K-8 and High School educational criteria, registration links, 
athletics, ESS and Social Emotional Learning and community resources. 

● Webpage will be completed on Wednesday, July 8 after the Leadership retreat.  
 

District Health and Safety Protocols 
● Director of Facilities will provide weekly updates to principals and administrators 

regarding the health and safety measures being implemented prior to the beginning of 
In-person instruction, including but not limited to: 

○ Cleaning steps being taken at school sites 
○ Signage regarding health guidelines and expectations, including floor signage for 

safe, social distancing measures 
○ Hand sanitizing stations 
○ Installation of plexiglass partitions 
○ Supplies 

 

Meet the Teacher Nights 
● Meet the Teacher videos will be submitted by the following school sites on 

Friday, July 17th: 
○ Anthem  
○ Walker Butte 
○ Circle Cross Ranch  

○ Skyline Ranch  
○ San Tan Heights

● Meet the Teacher videos will be submitted by the following school on Monday, 
July 20th: 

○ Florence K-8 
○ Copper Basin  
○ Magma Ranch  

● All Meet the Teacher videos will be aired on Tuesday, July 21st at 6pm 
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MAINTAINING SAFE BUILDINGS AND OPERATIONS 
 

Cleaning and Disinfection 
All buildings will be disinfected throughout the day and at night. Additional custodial staff will 
be provided by a contract company. Staff will be provided additional cleaning supplies to 
disinfect items and high touch surfaces throughout the school day and in-between use.  
 

● Addition of a day time custodian at each site 7:00am till 3:30pm. Spray bottles with 
disinfectant will be available in each classroom, front office and will be refilled as 
needed by custodial staff.    

● Disinfecting will be completed each night using a BP 4/7  Hospital Grade misting system.  
● Hand sanitizer will be available throughout the school sites and supplied in the district 

warehouse.   
 

High Traffic Areas 
Front offices are high traffic areas where many students, staff, and parents tend to congregate. 
Additional precautions are put in place to mitigate the exposure of employees by creating 
physical barriers.  

● Plexiglass partitions have been ordered and will be installed at all front office reception 
areas.   

● Additional barriers to separate students placed in congregate areas such as lunch room, 
hallways, and nurses offices.  

● Limit sharing of educational materials will be encouraged. 
● Water bottles should be used at newly installed filling stations. 

 

Ventilation 
Currently outside air is at a ratio of 15% to 20% the recommended standard.  Recommendation 
for current situation is to allow the most outside air as possible this will be looked at once 
school resumes and class sizes are determined.  Note: Increasing outside air during summer 
months will add to energy use, higher temperatures and humidity in the classroom during the 
school day. FUSD currently uses a Merv 8 certified pleated filter changed quarterly. Once old 
inventory is used (Summer 2020) we will switch out to a Merv 11 which is a hospital grade air 
filter. 
 

Water Systems 
Water bottle filling stations have been ordered and will be installed once received.  2 filling 
stations for each K-8, 3 at Foothills and Florence, 5 for Poston.  Each station will be installed in 
locations accessible to all staff and students.  Water fountains can be turned off if requested. 
Hand washing sinks have been repaired at all sites.  
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Closed Campus 
● Campuses will be closed to non-essential  personnel and visitors 
● Parent meetings should be scheduled virtually if possible and no visitors will be allowed 

on campus 
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HEALTHY BEHAVIORS AND PROCEDURES 

 

Staying Home 
● Parent education for staying home when sick will be provided. The District will 

also provide frequent updates and materials for parents to understand the signs 
and symptoms of COVID and the importance of keeping students home 
whenever they are sick. 

● The District will send continuous messages about the importance of temperature 
checks as a requirement for daily attendance at school.  

● Attendance policies and practices will be adjusted to remove attendance awards 
for staff and students. The focus will shift to ensuring staff who feel ill stay home 
with no adverse action.   

● Returning protocols are detailed in the protocols section of this plan and 
describe the specific scenarios and return to school/work policies.  

 
 

Hand Hygiene and Respiratory Etiquette 
● Schools will provide guidance on how to wash hands properly to ensure clean 

and sanitary behavior. Educational material will be placed in bathrooms and 
other areas where handwashing will take place.  

● Encourage frequent handwashing, at least 1x per hour for students or when they 
use shared materials, come in from recess, or are in contact with high touch 
surfaces.  

● Have hand sanitizer available for students in each classroom for use when hand 
washing is not feasible.  

● Other educational material will be posted campus wide encouraging health 
behaviors and respiratory etiquette.  
 

 

Cloth Face Coverings 
Per Executive Order 2020-51, all staff and students over the age of five are required to wear 
face coverings at school until the Arizona Department of Health Services determines that face 
coverings are no longer necessary or recommended to contain the spread of the virus. The 
FUSD face covering policy includes the following;  

● All staff and students will be required to wear cloth face coverings while on any 
school campus or district property including buses and school vehicles 
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● Staff or students with documented health conditions or educational reasons can 
request clear face shields in place of cloth face masks 

● Face coverings are not to be worn during outside recess times 
● Face coverings are not required when students can physically distance 8ft or 

more 
● Face coverings should not be worn by anyone under the age of 2 or by anyone 

who has trouble breathing, is unconscious, incapacitated, or otherwise unable to 
remove the mask 

● Face coverings are not encouraged during PE or athletic times but are allowed 
● All students will be given periodic breaks where they can remove their face 

covering throughout the school day in a space that is physically distant from 
others 

● The District will provide information to families on face covering guidelines and 
the importance of wearing face coverings when not able to physically distance.  

 
 

Signs and Messages 
● Signage will be displayed throughout the school environment, in classrooms and 

in common spaces. 
● Additional information regarding safe and healthy behaviors will be posted on 

our school websites and sent through social media. 

 

Screening Procedures 
● Daily temperature checks are required for students attending in person 

administered by a parent or guardian.  
● A visual assessment will be conducted by an assigned staff member when 

children board the bus or enter the classroom for signs and symptoms of COVID. 
 

Physical Barriers 
● Physical barriers will be provided to mitigate the exposure of staff to students 

and community members in areas that there is a potential for close face-to-face 
contact. This includes front office lobbies and classrooms.  

● Plexiglass barriers are installed in each office for increased protection.  
● Plexiglass and vinyl dividers will be available upon request for staff to use in 

classroom instruction when required to be within 6ft of a student for educational 
purposes.  
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Protocols for Positive COVID Notification or COVID Exposure 
for a Student 

If a student is exhibiting symptoms of COVID-19, staff should communicate with the 
parent/guardian and refer to the student’s health history form and/or emergency card to 
identify if the student has a history of allergies or asthma. Any students or staff exhibiting 
symptoms should immediately be required to wear a face covering and be required to wait in 
an isolation area, monitor students throughout the day for signs of illness; send home students 
and staff with a fever of 100.4 degrees or higher, cough or other COVID-19 like symptoms. 
 

● Follow established procedures for notifying parent/guardian for pick up when an 
individual is exhibiting COVID-19 symptoms including:  

○ Fever  
○ Cough  
○ Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing  
○ Chills  
○ Repeated shaking with chills  
○ Muscle pain  
○ Headache  
○ Sore throat  
○ New loss of taste or smell  

For serious injury or illness, call 9-1-1 without delay. Seek medical attention if COVID-19 
symptoms become severe, including persistent pain or pressure in the chest, confusion, or 
bluish lips or face. Notify local health officials, staff and all families immediately of any positive 
case of COVID-19 while maintaining confidentiality as required by state and federal laws. 
Additional guidance can be found through the CDC guidelines. 
 

● Close off areas used by any sick person, clean and disinfect after the 
student/staff has left. Ensure a safe and correct application of disinfectants using 
personal protective equipment and ventilation recommended for cleaning. 

● Advise Parents/Guardian of symptomatic students not to return until they have 
met CDC criteria to discontinue home isolation, including 3 days with no fever, 
symptoms have improved and 10 days since symptoms first appeared. 

 

Education 
● All staff will be provided with the protocols in this document and trained on 

understanding the signs and symptoms of COVID-19 infection. They will also be 
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provided materials and training on proper hygiene and how to encourage 
students to follow health behaviors.  

● Students will receive lessons and instruction in all hygiene and health related 
procedures. They will be given educational materials and taught specific 
guidance on how to remain healthy at school to include; remaining 6-8 ft. apart 
when possible, using face coverings, properly washing hands, how to cover 
sneezes and coughs, etc.  
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SOCIAL EMOTIONAL SUPPORT 
 

Communication 
● The District will provide communication to students, staff and families that is factual, 

positive and simple based on CDC Guidelines through infographics, FAQ’s and district as 
well as school websites.   

○ All-School opening info, health facts (to include hygiene, physical distancing, PPE 
info). 

○ Families and Community-(Suicide hotlines, Horizon, Nutrition) 
○ Staff- health facts, EAP info., Links to FAQ’s 

 

Leadership Support 
● Site leadership will be provided with tools to create a culture of trauma-informed 

practices and social emotional learning that will consider the following: 
○ Collective trauma (Student, Staff and Community) 
○ Mandatory reporting 
○ Domestic violence 
○ Suicide prevention 
○ EAP information (Staff) 
○ Psychological safety 
○ Self-Care 
○ Equity 

● Site SEL/Behavior Support Teams will be created and meet 2x/month. They will consist 
of staff members who are trained in suicide and crisis response. 

 
 

Staff and Student Social Emotional Needs 
● The District SEL Team will provide professional development, tools and resources for 

staff to respond to the social emotional needs of both staff and students. Resources will 
include the following: 

○ Anxiety and Coping 
○ Emotional identification, expression and regulation 
○ Trauma 
○ Self-care 

● The District SEL Team will provide families with social emotional and mental health 
resources on the district website. 
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● The District will provide an SEL curriculum to support student and staff social and 
emotional needs. 

 
Community Resources 

● The District will provide community resources and support through community 
partnerships. 

● Horizon Health and  Grossman & Grossman (Casa Grande) are  prepared to take 
referrals from sites which will contact families and do initial intakes. 

● They can deliver services at school, home, office or via Zoom or Telephonically. 
● Nutrition/Food support for our families via Matthew’s Crossing, Midwest Food Bank, 

Elks Lodge. 
● Weekend Bags and household supplies- DIstrict Family Support Specialist will re-

communicate with each school team. 
● Family Involvement Center: in person or webinars 
● Child Crisis Arizona: Already set up via Community Ed. in FUSD Parent University.  

Workshops to be offered on a month to month basis via Zoom. 
 
Upcoming workshops: 

● Managing Stress as a Parent 
August 11th 6:00-8:00pm Via Zoom 

● Raising Emotionally Intelligent Children 
August 18th 6:00-8:00pm Via Zoom 
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FUSD RETURN TO ATHLETICS GUIDELINES 
 
The Arizona Interscholastic Association (AIA) strongly supports the return of athletics and 
competitive sports. However, it must be done so in the safest way possible. The following 
document provides guidance and recommendations for resuming athletic activity in AIA 
member schools and programs. As a living document, this may be updated as new information 
and recommendations become available. Authored by members of the Sport Medical Advisory 
Committee, this document includes recommendations for athletes, coaches, administrators, 
and facilities.  
 
The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) recognizes the benefits of physical activity particularly in 
this time of the COVID-19 pandemic. The challenge is to reintroduce physical activity in a 
manner that follows federal, state, and county public health guidelines to reduce the spread of 
illness amongst athletes, coaches, athletic training staff, and the community. This document 
outlines a phased return to sport following the guidance of the county and state health 
department recommendations.  
 

Continued presence of COVID-19 in the Community 
 
COVID-19 is and will continue to be present in our communities indefinitely. As long as there is 
active community spread which means that new cases are still increasing we must all be 
stewards of maintaining a healthy community by limiting the spread of disease.  
 
There are general considerations for returning to play in youth sports that apply to all phases 
until there is an effective vaccine for COVID-19 and the community returns to business as usual 
(phase 3). These considerations include promoting behaviors that reduce the spread of illness, 
maintaining a healthy environment, maintaining healthy operations, and having protocols and 
procedures in place for when someone gets sick. 
 
 
I.  Guidelines for ALL Members of the Athletic Community  

A. Promoting behaviors that reduce the spread of illness  
a. Stay home when sick  
b. Healthy hygiene  

i. Wash hands ii. Discouraging spitting  
iii. Cover your mouth and face if you sneeze or cough  
iv. Shower immediately upon arriving home and wash hands after placing 

clothes in a place to be washed that other people living in your house are not in 
contact with  
c. Avoid touching face with hands 
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d. Avoid physical contact  
i. No high fives or fist bumps  
ii. No hugs  

e. Use of cloth face coverings is strongly recommended  
f. Adequate supplies  

i. Soap ii. Hand sanitizer  
iii. Paper towels  
iv. Tissues 2  

g. Posting signs and messaging  
i. Proper hand washing  
ii. Proper use of a mask  
iii. Proper way to disinfect surfaces 
  

B. Maintaining healthy environments  
a. No water fountains  
b. Outdoor practice when possible  
c. Modified layouts and social distancing  

i. Maintain at least 6 feet of distance between all people present  
d. Physical barriers and guides  

i. Outline training areas for each athlete  
e. Communal spaces  

i. Closed locker rooms  
ii. Athletes shall come to play and leave immediately after practice  

f. No shared objects  
i. Each participant shall have his/her own ball, additional equipment, and 

protective gear  
ii. All gear shall be disinfected before and after all training sessions  
iii. Each athlete has own water bottle and towel  

g. Cleaning and disinfecting frequently touched surfaces between uses and deep 
cleaning daily  
 

C. Maintaining healthy operations  
a. Identifying small groups and keeping them together (cohorting)  
b. Staggered arrivals  

i. Set a time limit for athletes to arrive before practice and time at which 
they need to leave at the end of practice  

c. Designated COVID-19 point of contact  
d. Implement communication systems regarding COVID-19 exposures  
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i. Add reporting pathway to emergency action plan for school  
e. Provide education to coaches and staff on protocols for COVID-19  
f. Daily symptom reporting of coaches, athletes, and staff  

i. Temperature checks  
g. Limiting large gatherings  

i. Games, competitions, and social gatherings where social distancing is 
not possible  

h. Athletes shall be dropped off by one parent or guardian or drive themselves to 
and from practice when possible  

i. Outside observers shall not be permitted to stay and observe practices 
particularly those in a facility  

j. Whenever reasonable, minimize travel outside of your community  
 

D. Protocol for sick athlete, coach, staff member, or a person with whom they live  
a. Do not come to practice or sports activity  
b. Avoid contact with other members of team  
c. Notify team COVID-19 point of contact immediately  

i. Follow directive from county and state health department  
d. If athlete, coach, or staff member becomes sick at athletic 
practice/contest/event:  

i. Remove person who is sick from contact with anyone else present  
ii. Notify team COVID-19 point of contact  
iii. Arrange for transportation of sick person to home or medical facility as 
needed  
iv. Properly treat affected area   

e. Do not return to practice until they have met CDCs criteria to stop home 
isolation and are cleared by physician and athletic training staff if available  
 

II.  Recommendations for Athletes and Coaches  
Four factors for a safe return to sport are addressed in this section. These factors 
include the continued presence of COVID-19 in the community, heat related illness, 
injury prevention upon return to sport after a prolonged period of relative inactivity, 
and the pre participation physical. Guidelines for athletic activities are based on the 
White House Phases for “Opening Up America Again” 
(https://www.whitehouse.gov/openingamerica/)  

 
A. Phased Return to Sport   

● Following the guidance and direction of the local public health department  
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a. During “Stay at Home” or “Shelter in Place”:   
● Training facilities are closed   
● Train on your own with your own equipment   
● Virtual coaching  

 
b. Phase 1:   

● Small group activities are permitted for 10 people or less with coach 
onsite, but public facilities (including gyms) remain closed.   

● All athletes, coaches, and other support staff must be free from 
symptoms for at least 14 days and no individual is in close contact with 
anyone who is sick within that 14 day period before group training may 
begin  

● All athletes, coaches, and support staff who are a member of a high risk 
group or live at home with a member of a high risk group shall only 
attend training sessions virtually   

● Screening for symptoms occurs based on a daily COVID-19 symptom 
questionnaire of all participants including coaches and staff. If an athlete 
is showing any symptoms or discloses symptoms or illness, parent should 
be called and the athlete needs to be seen and cleared by a healthcare 
provider   

● Temperature checks are strongly encouraged for all participants   
● Each athlete shall log their self-reported questionnaire and temperature  

○ COVID-19 point of contact for team shall maintain symptom logs 
● Parents, coaches, and athletes shall know signs and symptoms of illness. 

If an athlete, coach, or staff member has signs or symptoms of illness or a 
person living in their home has signs or symptoms of illness they shall not 
come to practice and notify the team COVID-19 point of contact 
immediately.   

● Disinfecting and cleaning of all personal equipment and material shall 
occur before and after practice as well as any other time there is contact 
with another person   

● Athletes shall be kept in the same training group (cohorting)  
 
 
c. Phase 2:   

● Medium group activities are permitted for 50 people or less with coach 
onsite. Public facilities (including gyms) remain closed, unless appropriate 
distancing AND strict sanitation procedures can be maintained.   
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● All athletes, coaches, and other support staff must be free from 
symptoms for at least 14 days and no individual is in close contact with 
anyone who is sick within that 14 day period before group training may 
begin   

● All athletes, coaches, and support staff who are a member of a high risk 
group or live at home with a member of a high risk group shall only 
attend training sessions virtually   

● Screening for symptoms occurs based on a daily COVID-19 symptom 
questionnaire of all participants including coaches and staff. If an athlete 
is showing any symptoms or discloses symptoms or illness, parent should 
be called and the athlete needs to be seen and cleared by a healthcare 
provider   

● Temperature checks are strongly encouraged for all participants   
● Each athlete shall log their self-reported questionnaire and temperature  

○ COVID-19 point of contact for team shall maintain symptom logs  
● Parents, coaches, and athletes shall know signs and symptoms of illness. 

If an athlete, coach, or staff member has signs or symptoms of illness or a 
person living in their home has signs or symptoms of illness they shall not 
come to practice and notify the team COVID-19 point of contact 
immediately.   

● Disinfecting and cleaning of all personal equipment and material shall 
occur before and after practice as well as any other time there is contact 
with another person   

● Athletes shall be kept in the same training group (cohorting)  
 

d. Phase 3:   
● Public training facilities are now open with regular group size permitted. 

All sports, with and without contact may resume with usual activity.   
● Social distancing still recommended, but not required   
● Training sessions return to normal with average athlete group amount   
● Equipment and other shared material can be used but cleaning shall 

continue before and after each different athlete group use  
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COVID-19 STAFF PROTOCOLS FOR RE-OPENING 
SCHOOLS 

 

Staff Assignments 

At the district level, the public information officer (PIO) will coordinate all messages to 
students, parents, staff, and the community regarding reopening, possible closure, and other 
COVID-19-related information. The PIO will ensure that each site has posters with messaging on 
hand-washing and covering of coughs and sneezes located throughout, along with posters at 
site entrances reminding individuals not to enter if sick. 

At each school or site, a site administrator or designee will coordinate social distancing 
protocols, including ensuring that student and staff schedules, as well as facility set-up, allow 
for implementation of the protocols. 

At each school or site, the lead janitor will coordinate implementation of cleaning protocols, 
including ensuring that sufficient cleaning supplies are available to janitorial staff and, as 
appropriate, students and staff. 

At each school, a site administrator, the school nurse, or other designee will coordinate and 
implement the protocols set forth in the Step Two Protocols: Employee section of this 
document for screening of staff. That individual will be responsible for: 

● Informing Adam Leckie of any reported case of COVID-19 among the school population   
● informing Tony Jimenez if absences of students and staff on any given day are above 

15%, or if there appears to be a cluster of respiratory-related illnesses. 

The special education director and 504 coordinator will coordinate with site-based case 
managers to ensure that the needs of special education students and students with special 
needs are being met in the context of implementation of these safety protocols. 
 

Communication 

Prior to students returning to campus, parents will be sent a copy (or directed to review a copy 
on the district or school website) of the portions of these protocols that relate to students and 
visitors. As part of this process, the district will send communication to all parents that outlines 
the symptoms for which parents must screen each morning, as well as the expectation that 
students will not be sent to school or placed on the bus if they are exhibiting any symptoms. 
The district will require a signed acknowledgement from parents regarding these protocols.  
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Each school site will identify a person to be the designated COVID-19 point of contact, which 
will be communicated to parents prior to the first day of school. This person will be responsible 
for answering parent questions regarding implementation of COVID-19 protocols. 
 
 

Daily Health Screenings 
 
At home 
Students must not come to school if they exhibit any of the following symptoms: 

● fever of 100.4 degrees or higher, or chills; 
● shortness of breath or difficulty breathing; 
● muscle aches; 
● sore throat; 
● headache; 
● fatigue; 
● congestion or runny nose; 
● cough; 
● vomiting;  
● diarrhea; or  
● new loss of taste or smell. 

 
Parents should screen students for the above symptoms each morning, should self-report 
symptoms, and must keep students at home if any symptoms are present. Students will have 
the opportunity to make up work missed due to symptoms of COVID-19.  
 
On the bus 
All buses will have clearly visible signage communicating to parents that students should not 
enter the school bus with any of the above symptoms. 
 
A bus driver or aide will visually check each student prior to the student boarding the bus. If a 
student exhibits visible symptoms,  the following steps will be taken: 

● If the parent is at the bus stop, the student will return to their parent.  
● If the parent is not at the bus stop, the student will be provided with a mask if they do 

not have one already, and—if possible—will be situated so as to be socially distanced 
from other persons.   
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If a student has a chronic condition such as allergies or asthma, parents should inform staff of 
that condition. If staff has been so informed, students with symptoms of runny nose or cough 
should be permitted to ride the bus. 
 
At school 
Upon arrival at school, each student will proceed directly to the student’s first period classroom 
(k-8) or be spaced 6-8 feet from peers during morning arrival (high school).  
 
A staff member will visually check each student prior to or immediately upon entering the 
school. Any student with visible symptoms of runny nose, cough, shortness of breath, or 
vomiting, or one who has a fever at or above 100.4 degrees, will be taken to the health office. 
Parents may be contacted for pick-up with the following exceptions: 

● If the student has a runny nose and the nurse/health aide observes that there are no 
other symptoms, the nurse/health aide will contact the parent to inquire as to whether 
the student has had any other symptoms or there have been any COVID-19 exposures in 
the home. If not, the student may return to class. 

● If the student has health information on file that confirms a diagnosis of asthma or other 
respiratory condition and the nurse/health aide observes that there are no other 
symptoms, the nurse/health aide will contact the parent to inquire as to whether the 
student has had any other symptoms or there have been any COVID-19 exposures in the 
home. If not, the student may return to class. 

 
 

Enhanced Social Distancing 
 
Basic social distancing practices 
Staff members will educate and remind students regularly to maintain at least 6 feet of distance 
between individuals at all times possible.  
 
Where possible, students will remain with the same groupings and the same staff throughout 
the day. Schedules for middle and high school students to allow the same groupings of students 
to move from subject to subject will be used as much as possible.  
 
Class sizes will be reduced as much as possible to include rescheduling of electives for one class 
per period, having specialty teachers such as Title I push into classrooms or scheduled to come 
during times in which they will not be exposed to other cohorts.  
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Arrival & Dismissal 
Parents will be required to drop off/pick up students without getting out of the car, unless 
express permission from a site administrator is provided for good cause. If a parent has 
permission to get out of the car during drop-off/pick-up, the student should arrive at/leave 
school before or after assigned times for the majority of students.  
 
Playgrounds 
No more than one class at a time will be permitted on playground equipment. Classes will be 
assigned a specific time slot, with time slots to be scheduled such that there is sufficient time 
between classroom use that playground equipment can be disinfected before the next group 
uses it. Teachers are encouraged to be creative in employing techniques to maintain social 
distancing during unstructured time. Finally, require teachers and students to wash their hands 
following activities.  
 
Lunch  
K8 
Lunches will be served in classrooms and on disposable food service items (trays, plates, etc.) 
by a lunch monitor or other staff member with proper PPE. 
 
HS 
Release times will be staggered to allow for a reduction in crowding at lunch distribution areas. 
Multiple sites will be set up for students to receive their “grab-and-go” bagged lunch. Students 
will be required to physically distance on campus remaining in groups no larger than 10.   
 
If a classroom has a student with food allergies, a 504 team may discuss appropriate 
accommodations. These may include, for example, taking the student to another location, such 
as a school conference room or the multipurpose room, with one friend (so long as social 
distancing can be maintained in the alternate location). 
 
Bathrooms 
Students will be permitted to enter bathrooms in groups no larger than the number of 
stalls/urinals in the bathroom, and will be directed to maintain social distancing. Posters will be 
displayed reminding students of proper handwashing techniques.  
 
Front offices 
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A glass/Plexiglas divider will be installed to limit exposure between front office staff and 
community.  When not feasible, adhesive tape will be placed on the floor 6 feet from the front 
desk and signage posted directing visitors not to come closer than the tape markings. 
 

Hand Washing 
 
All students will be required to wash their hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds, or 
use hand sanitizer with at least 60% alcohol at the following times: 

● upon arrival at school (use hand sanitizer if there is no sink in the classroom), 
● after being outside for physical activity, 
● before and after lunch, 
● prior to leaving school for home, and 
● after sneezing, coughing, or blowing the nose. 

 
 

Face Coverings 
 
Students and staff are required to wear cloth face coverings when physical space does not 
allow for maintenance of 8 feet of space between individuals. Students will not be required to 
wear cloth face coverings during physical activities and when physical distancing is 
maintainable, though they may voluntarily wear face coverings at any time. 
 
*Any student who has difficulty breathing or who is incapable of physically removing the face 
covering on his/her own will not wear cloth face coverings, and alternate methods of 
protection will be discussed by parents and staff. 
 
Students may bring their own cloth face coverings to and from school. When feasible, schools 
will also have a supply of face coverings available to provide students who cannot afford or do 
not have their own.  
 
Note: Cloth face coverings are designed to protect other individuals as well as  the individual 
wearing the covering. Accordingly, the greater number of students wearing cloth face 
coverings, the greater the overall transmission mitigation that will be achieved. Plastic face 
guards, which provide protection for the wearer, will not be required or provided, but are 
permitted. 
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Student Belongings/Materials 
 
sharing of school supplies among students will be limited as much as possible. If a school supply 
or piece of equipment must be shared by students (for instance, a pencil sharpener or 
blocks/toys), a staff member will wipe down the item with disinfectant after each use.   

 
Trips and Activities 
 
Field trips will be canceled. Teachers can use virtual learning opportunities (such as virtual tours 
of museums) to enhance students’ educational experiences. 
 
School-wide assemblies may not be held with students assembled in the same physical location. 
As an alternative (if feasible), school-wide assemblies can be held virtually, with student groups 
remaining in their classrooms. 
 
Large-scale school events such as “Back to School Night” or fall carnivals will be cancelled or 
reconfigured in order to maintain social distancing. Small-scale activities like parent-teacher 
conferences may take place over the phone or other electronic means. Other extracurricular 
activities will be cancelled unless the activity can be conducted in compliance with the 
protocols in this document.  
 

Specialized Classes 
 
Some classes, such as science labs, choir, band, PE, and others, may require alternative lesson 
plans to limit contact and the sharing of supplies, and to reduce the spread of respiratory 
droplets.  
 
 

COVID-19 Employee Exposure Protocols 
 
Policy GBGCB grants the Superintendent the authority “to take reasonable and lawful measures 
to protect students and staff members from the transmission of communicable diseases.”  A 
district may exclude an employee from working onsite if they have a communicable disease “if 
the staff member presents a direct threat to the health or safety of others in the school 
workplace.” Therefore, if a district is notified that an employee, volunteer, contractor, 
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subcontractor or other onsite individual has been diagnosed, exposed to, or has symptoms of 
COVID-19, the District may take appropriate measures to mitigate the spread of the virus. 
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